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Våre råd
Vekstambisjoner for nasjonale investeringer i FoU:
• Øke den offentlige andelen av FoU-investeringene til 1,25 prosent av BNP
Nasjonale konkurransearenaer:
• Øke andelen av de totale offentlige forskningsmidlene som tildeles gjennom åpen nasjonal
konkurranse for "bottom-up"-initiert forskning
• Øke den offentlige FoU-finansiering slik at Forskningsrådets nasjonale konkurransearenaer
utgjør 1/3 av de totale offentlige FoU-investeringene
Direkte og indirekte næringsrettede virkemidler:
• Økt satsing på direkte ordninger for samarbeid mellom bedrifter og mellom bedrifter og
forskningsinstitusjoner
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What is meant by Missions,
really?
Wolfgang Polt (Joanneum Research)

RCN Conference on Missions
25. November 2020

Oslo / Zoom

Oslo, 25.11.2020
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What is new about the concept of missions?
How can missions be utilised?
Is it a good idea to rework research- and innovation policies to become
mission oriented?

What is mission-oriented policy ?
3

…Mission-oriented Policies can be defined as systemic public policies that draw on frontier
knowledge to attain specific goals, or ‘big science deployed to meet big problems’ (Ergas
1987)” (Mazzucato 2018)
…“initiatives [which] typically are ambitious, exploratory and ground-breaking in nature, often
cross-disciplinary, targeting a concrete problem/challenge, with a large impact and a welldefined timeframe. More specifically, they have clearly defined (societal or technological)
goals with preferably qualified and/or quantified targets and progress monitored along
predefined milestones. Directionality and intentionality of these initiatives is what
differentiates them from other types of initiatives, such as systemic or challenge-oriented
policies” (JIIP, 2018a, 4)

What is new about the concept of missions?
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Missions today are a new attempt to answer an old question
“If we can land a man on the moon, why can’t we solve the
problems of the ghetto?”
(Richard NELSON, The Moon and the Ghetto. An Essay on Public
Policy Analysis. 1977)

Missions – old and new

25.11.2020
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Different types of Missions
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Source: Wittmann et al 2020

Welche Formen von missions-orientierter Politik gibt es?
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Type of Mission

Goals / Orientation

Examples

‚Science / BreakthroughMissions‘

Human Brain Project, Quantum
Aiming at scientific breakthroughs
sometimes, but not always with view to the Flagship, (Research on) Ebola
potential application

‚Technology / Accelerator‘ –
Missions

Realizing functioning complex solutions,
which need concerted and massive
application of resources

Apollo/Artemis-Mission, civil
nuclear powerplants, TGV,
Concorde, Battery research

‚Transformative Missions‘

Change of existing (large-scale) sociotechnical systems, involving social,
technological, organisational and
institutional innovations

German ‚Energiewende‘,
Transport/Mobilitätswende‘,
sustainable and secure water
management (NL)

‚Umbrella-Missions‘

Initiatives that follow over-arching goals,
including parts which are missions in the
proper sense (even of different sorts)

German High-Tech-Strategy, global
CC research, Adaptation /
Mitigation

Source: JIIP et al 2018, Kuittinen, Polt, Weber 2018

What is new about the concept of missions?
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Application of an old concept to new and much more complex challenges,
warranting further development of the concept itself
How can missions be utilised?
In various policy areas, but to different degrees (STI not necessarily in the driver
seat!)
Is it a good idea to rework research- and innovation policies to become mission
oriented? Yes, but….
…only for the type of challenges that lend themselves to this approach (e.g. oriented vs.
non-oriented basic research)
….if you are able to set up appropriate governance structures (transformative missions need
more of a ‘whole-of-government’ approach)
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Horizon Europe
Missions
#HorizonEU #EUmissions
Signe Ratso
DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL
DG Research & Innovation
This presentation is based on the Commission Proposals for Horizon Europe and the draft legal texts on Horizon
Europe agreed between the European Parliament and the Council in March/April 2019. It does not represent the
official view of the European Commission.

Research and
Innovation

What are Missions?
 Response to pressing societal challenges
 Indicate a clear direction: targeted, measurable and time-bound;
 Meet EC priorities (Green Deal, Cancer Action Plan, Conference on
the Future of Europe)
 Bring Europe closer to people through citizen engagement activities
during the various Missions phases
 Different way to deliver on public goods (more impact, portfolio
approach, aligning programmes and policy)

Missions – A joint European venture
 Missions - beyond R&I
 European cooperation among public and private actors
during Missions’ life is strongly needed to succeed:
 Member States, Regions, Cities/municipalities
 Foundations, Civil society
 Corporates and SMEs

 Public and private funding along the innovation value chain





Funding from Horizon Europe for R&I actions
Deployment actions funded through other MFF instruments
National/regional financial support for implementation
De-risking private investments

Where are we now – mission proposals
Adaptation to
climate change

Oceans, seas
and waters

Climate-neutral
and smart cities

5
Missions

Cancer

Soil health
and food

Missions Preparatory Phase (1)
• Political validation of the proposed missions
• Missions will be identified in the Horizon Europe Strategic Plan
• Max. 12 month – 6 months expected
• Actions up to €5m/ missions in the Horizon Europe Work Programme
at launch - potential for rapid scaling up after the conclusion of the
preparatory phase
• Missions will have a separate part in Horizon Europe Work

Mission Preparatory Phase (2)
• Each mission will prepare a detailed implementation plan including:
• intervention logic
• actions to be supported,
• investment strategy
• Indicators
• Member States and Associated Countries - consulted on the
preparatory stage via the SPC and the mission sub-groups.
• At the end of the preparatory phase - the Commission will take a
decision on missions to enter the full implementation phase, based
on criteria of art 7(3) of the FP/RfP Regulation for HE and the
feasibility for success as shown by the strength of the implementation
plan.

Co-design

Co-implementation

Co-assessment

Citizens inputs to refine mission
targets

Citizens involvement in
Missions Fulfilment

Citizens
Monitoring Missions

Example of Activities done during co-design phase:
 Numerous sessions organised by Mission Boards/ Member States
 10 Pilot Citizen engagement sessions July-August ‘20 (randomly
selected audience, across Member States)
 R&I days Session on Missions Citizen engagement – 22/09
 Youth involvement - European Youth Forum & European Youth
Parliament sessions

National and local level
 Importance of the national and local dimension where
missions will need to be implemented.
 Disseminate the EU missions’ concept in regional, local
context - to embrace these challenging goals.
 Support local actions through different instruments,
including the use of Structural Funds, resilience and
recovery plans, etc…;
 Share (and cross-fertilise) experiences in approaches
to missions / and by developing their own national
action plans.

Get involved!
# HorizonEU #Eumissions
http://ec.europa.eu/horizon-europe
RTD-HORIZON-EUROPE-MISSIONS@ec.europa.eu
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Mission-oriented innovation policy (MIP):
Processes of goal-directed change in which
innovation plays a crucial role
Traditional MIP: Top science & leading firms
working towards a specific goal under
governmental direction: Man on the moon (or
covid vaccine)
New MIP: Dealing with grand challenges (climate
change): Requiring extensive changes in all parts
of the society & participation of numerous
actors at different levels/sectors
A totally different ballgame!








Net zero by 2050 requires extensive change (and quickly)
For which innovation of all sorts – and therefore also
innovation policy - will be essential
Successfull innovation depends on several processes
(factors)
Little help in having access to some promising knowledge if
other required factors are lacking

A holistic
perspective on
innovation policy
required

➢ How to secure
that these
policies are
consistent?
➢ Policy coordination,
alignment
essential for
Net-Zero
➢ Changes in
innovation
policy
governance
required?
Source: Fagerberg, J. (2017) Innovation Policy: Rationales, Lessons and
Challenges, Journal of Economic Surveys (DOI: 10.1111/joes.12164)

Organizational




“Innovation council ”
led by the prime
minister and with
central innovation
actors as
participants
(Finland,
Netherlands
Sweden, Korea?)
Coordination within
government or in
the entire innovation
system?

Cognitive








A common vision may mobilize
resources for change & unleash
innovation
Needs to be based on a thorough
analysis of opportunities and
challenges on the one hand and
resources and capabilities on the
other
And be broadly supported/robust
to shifting parliamentary
majorities
Its development should preferably
engage a broad range of actors

Fagerberg, J. & G. Hutschenreiter (2020) Coping with societal challenges: Lessons for innovation policy
governance, Journal of Industry, Competition and Trade (DOI: /10.1007/s10842-019-00332-1)

• Rapidly
declining costs
• Unlimited
availability
• Broad
applicability
• Pervasive effects

Renewables
and
electrification
will transform
the global
economy
Source: Fagerberg, J. (2018). Mobilizing innovation for sustainability transitions: A
comment on transformative innovation policy, Research Policy (DOI:
10.1016/j.respol.2018.08.012)







Innovation policy: not mainly about R&D, but
creating opportunities (e.g., demand), supporting
experimentation, enhancing learning &
capabilities
Important elements: Increase production of
renewable energy, electrify transport, increase
energy & material efficiency, actively reduce
polluting sectors (e.g. oil &gas etc.)
Special “missions” for hard to abate sectors, e.g.,
international aviation and shipping (explore role
of hydrogen & synthetic fuels





A good place to start:
Develop a vision for the
future
Can innovation agencies in
cooperation with other
organizations kickstart the
process?

No Mission without
Vision

Mission-oriented innovation policy in Norway: challenges and opportunities to
address societal challenges
Knowledge Base Conference 2020, 25 November 2020
Philippe Larrue, OECD, STI/STP, Philippe.larrue@oecd.org

What are Mission-oriented innovation policies
(MOIPs)?
Coordinated package of research and innovation policy measures aiming to address societal
challenges
spanning several stages of the innovation cycle from research to demonstration and market
launch
using various instruments (supply-side and demand-side; top-down and bottom-up)
crossing various policy fields (interministerial, cross-agency, etc.)
targeted towards ambitious and concrete goals
in a defined time-frame

Strategic orientation
Policy coordination
Orientate collective effort
towards a well-defined
challenge

Policy implementation
Coordinate the different policy
and regulatory bodies towards
the collectively agreed
objectives

Implement bundles of
complementary policy and
regulatory instruments to meet the
collectively agreed objectives

The three key questions of mission-orientation
Strategic orientation

How to create a broad consensus on selected societal challenges,
their transcription in clear and bold objectives and the way to
address them?

Policy coordination

How to align the plans and commitments of public and private
actors beyond disciplinary, sectoral and policy silos around the
commonly agreed missions?

Policy
implementation

How to implement bundles of complementary policy and
regulatory instruments to achieve the commonly agreed mission?

The three key questions of mission-orientation
Strategic orientation

How to create a broad consensus on selected societal challenges,
their transcription in clear and bold objectives and the way to
address them?

Policy coordination

How to align the plans and commitments of public and private
actors beyond disciplinary, sectoral and policy silos around the
commonly agreed missions?

Policy
implementation

How to implement bundles of complementary policy and
regulatory instruments to achieve the commonly agreed mission?

Systematic mapping of
MOIP initiatives’ practices
along the three dimensions
Pilot-E

CLIMIT

In-depth reviews of countries’
MOIP dynamics along the three
dimensions

The Norwegian MOIP case study
• Objectives
– assess the possible need for as well as challenges and opportunities
to mission-orientation in Norway
– provide options for next step of the Norwegian MOIP

• Main questions
1. Is there a need for mission-oriented innovation policies in Norway?
2. Does Norway has specific advantages for the design and
implementation of mission-oriented innovation policies?
3. Does Norway implement mission-oriented innovation policies?
4. What could be next steps for mission-oriented innovation policies in
Norway?

1. Is there a need for mission-oriented innovation
policies in Norway?
• The national system of research and innovation has significantly
contributed to the national economic and social development.
• A variety of STI policy interventions and regulations to take advantage of
natural opportunities (water, oil and gas, fish resources, etc.) and
establish a virtuous circle between growth and innovation
• Persisting limitations
lack of high level agenda-setting mechanism allowing for comprehensive and
ambitious initiatives
weak holistic coordination due to a highly STI sectoral governance structure
a fragmented policy landscape, in particular with regards to business support
policy instruments

An effective system for incremental and continuous improvement, less
so for transition and transformational change

2. Does Norway has specific advantages for missionoriented innovation policies?
Strong ambitions with regards to addressing societal challenges
High level of trust in government
Several ministries are involved in research and innovation and claim significant
ownership of STI policy in their own ‘sector’
Tightening budgetary conditions, but Norwegian government remains one of
the largest investor in research and innovation activities
Strong and comprehensive areas of expertise which covers significant portions
of value chains (aquaculture, maritime transport, energy generation, etc.)
Agencies as strong advocates of mission-oriented innovation policies, keen to
experiment and learn from new pilot schemes ( ‘policy entrepreneurs’)

Several Conducive conditions for mission-orientation

3. Does Norway implement mission-oriented
innovation policies?
• Some MOIP schemes provides continuous
and integrated support from research to
market, using a portfolio of instruments
– Pilot-E (clean technologies for energy and
transport)
– CLIMIT (carbon capture and storage)

• Cross-agency, challenge-oriented schemes,
rather than overarching mission framework
• The Green Platform Initiative as a MOIP?
Norway is already engaged and progressing
through experimentation and learning
along its “MOIP trajectory”

4. What could be next steps for mission-oriented
innovation policies in Norway?
Scaling-up
mission orientation
– Enlarging the existing MOIP
schemes, for instance towards new
group of options in the area of
emission-free transportation
– Systematising the targeted interagency MOIP schemes (Pilot-T, PilotH? Pilot-B?) – Not an universal tool
Give an informal ‘mission’ task force a mandate to
identify the challenge areas where it would be relevant
to create ‘accelerator MOIPs’ following to a greater or
lesser extent the ‘Pilot-X’ model

Levelling-up
mission orientation
– Bring missions at the level of
ministries and centre of
government
– Inspirational missions resulting
from a transparent and
democratic process
– Allows larger and more
transformational missions
Initiate a pilot mission to be
programmed in the four-year
investment plan of the next LTP (with
dedicated multi-year funding).

Thank you for your attention !

Project final report « the design and
implementation of mission-oriented
innovation policies to address
societal challenges » (forthcoming)
Case study final report « Missionoriented innovation policy in
Norway: challenges and
opportunities to address societal
challenges (forthcoming)

MOIP Online Toolkit
– https://stip.oecd.org/stip/moip

Recommendations
Levelling-up
mission orientation

Scaling-up
mission orientation

•

•

Give an informal ‘mission’ task force a
mandate to identify the challenge areas where
it would be relevant to create ‘accelerator
MOIPs’ following to a greater or lesser extent
the ‘Pilot-X’ model.
The mandate of this task force :
– i) an analysis of the area-specific structural factors
that are conducive to such approach
– ii) identification of potential challenge areas;
– iii) the challenge areas’ specificities that would
require adaptation to the ‘Pilot-X’ model;
– iv) the process by which the relevant community of
actors could be mobilised (e.g. leveraging the 21Platforms, the relevant agencies and regulators,
etc.).
– v) the needed policy changes in the different
identified challenge areas (e.g. providing the
relevant agencies the needed mandate and
flexibility to set up and implement joint schemes)

•

Initiate a pilot mission to be programmed in
the four-year investment plan of the next LTP
(with dedicated multi-year funding).

•

This pilot mission would coexist with and cut
across the broader and more comprehensive
LTP thematic priorities.

•

Organise high-visibility events and initiatives
to ensure a strong involvement of stakeholders
from different interest groups and the wider
public.

•

Get support for and, finally, endorsement by
the highest political and policy level (the Prime
Minister office; the Cabinet, the Ministry of
finance, the Storting)

Designing missions

Dan Hill
Director of Strategic Design, Vinnova, Sweden
—
Visiting Professor, UCL Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose
Visiting Professor, Design Academy Eindhoven
Adjunct Professor, RMIT University
—
@cityofsound
medium.com/@cityofsound

Vinnova is the Swedish government’s
innovation agency.

Version 1.0 November 2020
Draft

Designing
missions
Mission-oriented innovation in Sweden—
A practice guide by Vinnova.
Featuring contributions from Helena Bjarnegård,
Brian Eno, Mariana Mazzucato, Darja Isaksson,
Indy Johar, Marco Steinberg, Jakob Trollbäck, and
Amanda Wood.
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Angles
Co-design an initial
view of the system,
proposing angles
Form networks to co-design angles for
intervention, via bilateral meetings,
interviews and Actors Workshops.
Usually many meetings, and several
workshops, around the country.
Counterpoint with sector analysis,
domain research activities, and field
research. Output is Systems Canvas and
refined set of angles suggesting possible
mission framing..

Angles

3 Co-design portfolio of
Prototypes

Missions

2 Develop angles into
Missions

missions and design
principles
Co-design missions in Design
Workshops from developed
angles. Use systemic change
principles, as well as portfolio
analysis and alignment and
synthesis of research questions.
Commission exploratory research
and run public events around
emerging themes.

prototypes to articulate
mission
Design, commission, and deliver
Prototypes to articulate, test and
develop mission themes. Assess
Platform strategy. Align with associated
programmes. Run public events around
initiative themes, and develop
international engagement. Devise initial
Mission Advisory Group, and/or Mission
Board.

Prototypes

Demonstrators

4 Build system

Demonstrators
demonstrators from
prototypes
Informed by insights from prototyping,
the System Demonstrator is the largescale demonstration of various systems
and cultures scaled, indicating how the
mission is achieved, within Sweden and
globally. Scaling takes multiple forms.

88

Angles

Action

Stakeholders
Sectors

People
Places
89

Over the last year, we engaged over 500
diverse organisations in various exercises
to define new forms of systemic
intervention in healthy sustainable mobility
and healthy sustainable food.

Actors workshop
Systems canvas

Vinnova teams reviewing and analysing the
systems canvases from the first three Actors
Workshops for Healthy Sustainable Mobility
mission.

An open morning for various Vinnova teams
to review all the systems canvases from the
Actors Workshops.
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Chargepoint and
hub design and
delivery

Public and private
electric vehicles
as distributed
battery

Circular battery
storage
programmes

Procurement of
electric buses and
other municipal
vehicles

Incentive schemes
for electric car
transition

Coherent logistics
networks by rail,
sea, and air

Very low
International fast
emissions aviation and slow rail
services

Efficient and
electric shipping,
ferries, boats

Long-haul electric
truck
infrastructures

Community-scale
autonomous
shuttles

Micro-mobility
hubs via green
extended parklet
model

Infrastructure for
5x increase in
cycling

Policy and
legislation for
electric carsharing

Safe and
sustainable
scooters

Process—

Defining missions

batttery
Circular battery storage
programmes

Develop legislation for
bans on fossil-fuel
vehicles by 2030

Grid

Geofencing
infrastructures and
street/kerb management
Geofencing policies and
campaigns for safe speeds

Efficient, clean, and
electric shipping

Real-time traffic control
systems
Shared emission-

Step-down
consolidation
centre
networks
Real-time
privacy-

Routing, load
management and
localisation

preserving sensing
infrastructures

Long-haul electric truck

Geofencing
Packet-switched
infrastructures
infrastructures and
logistics networks
street/kerb
management

Step-down consolidation
centre networks

Develop legislation
for bans on fossilfuel vehicles by 2030

Real-time traffic
control systems

Micromobility hubs in
extended parklets

programmes

User research and citizen

Social movement
campaigns to reduce
aviation

Campaigns and
infrastructures for
walkable green
environments

Integrated plans for
healthy, fossil-free
rural mobility

Integrated plans for
Integrated plans for
New Garden City
car- and large
suburbs
vehicle-free innerGeofencing
city
infrastructures
and

Grid

street/kerb management

Localised onLegislation and
Design for diverse
demandpolicies
fabrication
incentives for loadGeofencing
and and productive highcentres
and
policies
management
campaigns for safe speedsstreets and centres

Integrated planning and
service design capability

Public and private
vehicles as distributed
batttery

Procurement of electric
buses, ferries, and other
municipal vehicles

Safe and sustainable
scooters

Safe and sustainable
scooters
Infrastructure for 5x
increase in cycling

Incentive schemes for
electric car transition
Community-scale
autonomous shuttles

Integrated planning, Municipal and
service design, user
regional data science
research
, and co- traffic
capability
Real-time
control
design capability
systems

Missions

Municipal and regional
data science capability

Policy and regulation for
car-sharing

Designing Missions

Chargepoint and hub
design and delivery

Municipal and regional
data science capability
User research and citizen
participation capability
building

Micromobility hubs in
extended parklets

Policy and regulation for
car-sharing

Community-scale
autonomous shuttles

Appropriate taxation for ecommerce
Localised on-demand
fabrication centres and
policies

Procurement of electric
buses and other
municipal vehicles

Integrated planning and
service design capability

Integrated plans for carand large vehicle-free
inner-city
Design for diverse and
productive high-streets and
Incentive schemes for centres
electric car transition
Integrated plans for New
Garden City suburbs
Develop legislation for
bans on fossil-fuel
vehicles by 2030

Procurement guidelines
for S-M-L-XL municipal
vehicles

Step-down consolidation
centre networks

User research and citizen
participation capability
building
Micromobility hubs in
extended parklets

Real-time traffic control
systems

Chargepoint and hub
design and delivery

Shared emission-free,
healthy and social lastkm delivery services

Community-scale
autonomous shuttles

Packet-switched
logistics networks

Appropriate taxation
for e-commerce

Real-time privacypreserving sensing
infrastructures

Campaigns and
infrastructures for walkable
green environments

Designing
Infrastructure for
5x
increase in cycling

Policy and regulation for
electric car-sharing

Develop legislation for
bans on fossil-fuel
vehicles by 2030

Geofencing policies,
infrastructures, and
campaigns for safe
speeds

Municipal and regional
data science capability

Incentive schemes for
electric car transition

Real-time privacypreserving sensing
infrastructures

Campaigns and
infrastructures for walkable
green environments

Procurement
Real-time privacyparticipation
capability
guidelines for
preserving
sensing
building
S-M-L-XL municipal infrastructures
vehicles

Chargepoint and hub
design and delivery

Routing, load
Taxation and levies
management &
to enable carbon
Circular
battery
storage
localisation
pricing
of aviation

free, healthy and
social last-km
delivery services

municipal vehicles

Integrated planning and
service design capability

Integrated plans for carand large vehicle-free
inner-city
Design for diverse and

Street
Designing Missions
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School food

Healthy sustainable food

Draft missions
Food is a connected and
complex system, thus
these discrete initiatives
can combine to enable
systemic change
throughout food,
Sweden’s third largest
industrial sector which
directly shapes
significant broader
sustainability, health and
social justice challenges.

New food

Healthy
sustainable food
Shop

Farm

Shop

New food

School food

Farm

Shop addresses the
retailer's role as the
primary broker between

New food devises
School food takes
Farm addresses the
approaches to
advantage of the fact that context of farms, farmers
mainstreaming new foods school food can be seen
and farming. The overall

Street

Healthy sustainable mobility

Draft missions
As mobility is a
connected system, these
discrete initiatives
combine to reduce
dependency on
unsustainable systems
and increase healthy
zero-carbon forms of
mobility. They engage
multiple places and
multiple forms of value.

Village

Healthy
sustainable mobility
Shop
Grid

Street

Shop

Village

Grid

Street uses the fact that
streets, with their
replicable elements like

Shop takes advantage of
the small window that
Sweden has, before the

Village addresses the
next layer out beyond
Street, spatially, driving

Grid concerns regionalscale energy
infrastructure and

Design workshop
System in the room
Health researcher, university

Interaction designer, tech corporation

Municipal traffic planner

Micromobility startup

Before

After

Platform

Distinct approaches to particular system
environments—typologies like Street or School
Food, located in particular places, like streets
in Göteborg or schools in Västervik—enable
prototypes and demonstrators to be tested in
real-world context. These are small-scale
interventions on purpose, enabling deep
engagement, learning, and local ownership.

System environments

Place-based physical, digital and social experiences

Technique—

Tangible demonstrators

Systemic change
Platform
strategy
Experiences and platforms
Technique—

Shared systemic change layers

System layers

Skills, capabilities, and cultures
Standards and guidelines
Data, code, and services
Financing
Policy
Law
Yet crucially, the prototypes and
demonstrators are designed to reveal and
ultimately adapt all layers of the system
implied within the prototype. These are

Scale can be of various kinds—lateral,
relational—but all rely on these layers within
systems and cultures. Describing them as
separate layers does not quite imply how

Platform

Platforms, by analogy
Contemporary tech, and in particular the
smartphone, uses this form of platform
strategy. Your phone has different apps to
your neighbour’s, as you are different
people—although some are no doubt shared.
In fact, there are billions of apps occupying
this layer of highly personalised experience,
enabling diversity.

System environments

Billions of applications and users

System layers

Developer communities
Standards and user interface guidelines
Developer software stack
Licensing and business model
Core operating system
Hardware and physics

Prototyping systems as a portfolio
Design workshop outcomes

Mission theme / Healthy Sustainable Mobility

1– Street.
Ensure that every
street in Sweden is
healthy, sustainable
and vibrant by 2030.

202

Designing Missions
Designing
Missions
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Prototyping systems as a portfolio
Participation

Prototyping systems as a portfolio
Participation

Prototyping systems as a portfolio
Participation

Increase in natural
sounds in urban
greenery leading to
increase in mental
health

Increase in
residential greenery
leading to increase in
birthweight

Increase in birdsong
leading to improved
recuperation from
sickness

Biodiversity

Decrease in road
traffic noise and
increase in birdsong
leading to increase in
mental health

Increase in local
biodiversity leading
to decrease in urban
heat island effect

Increase in local
biodiversity, leading
to increased air
quality, decreased
noise

Increase in sustained
connection to nature
leading to associated
benefits to happiness,
health, and pro-nature
behaviour

Increase in
biodiverse perennial
meadows increasing
residents’
perceptions of site
quality in urban
green space

Health and
wellbeing

Decrease in child
deaths due to
decreased car use
near schools

Increase in active
travel and decrease
in motor vehicles

Increase in active
travel leading to
increase in mental and
physical health and
wellbeing

Increase in community
gardening leading to
increase in mental and
physical health and
Increased
wellbeing
environmental
outcomes via
shared electric
mobility
infrastructure

Environment
Increase in
neighbourhood tree
cover leading to
better overall health
mediated by lower
obesity and better
social cohesion

Decrease in domestic
violence due to nearby
natural landscapes

Decrease in
stormwater-related
maintenance costs
through increased
green infrastructure

Increase in sustainable
timber street furniture,
versus concrete, leading to
increase in carbon sink and
decrease in carbon dioxide

Increase in mental
and physical
wellbeing leading to
reduction in
healthcare costs

Increase in retail and
office rental value and
occupancy levels via
green, walkable
environment, without
increase in housing rent

Physical activity
Increase in active travel
leading to improved
immunosurveillance
against pathogens

Reduction in car
use and decrease
in brain cancer
Increase in active travel
leading to improved
immunosurveillance
against pathogens

Decrease in
maintenance costs
through shared
management
Lively, activated
streetscapes and
facades lead to increase
in positive affect and
lively, attentive nervous

Increase in urban
trees leading to
decrease in building
air conditioning and
increase in worker
productivity

Increase in property
value (if desired) due to
walkable environments

Greener play areas
boost children’s
immune systems

Maintenance

Decrease in road traffic
accidents with
reduction in motor
vehicles and decrease
in traffic speed

Increase in active travel
and walkability, and
reduction in cars, leading
to increase in retail spend

Property

Increase in nearby
green spaces leading
to increase in walking
maintenance

Decrease in urban
heat island effect
leading to decrease in
early deaths

Increase in air quality
leading to increase in
mental health

Reduction in motor
vehicle use and decrease
in microplastics in seas
and oceans

Increase in publiclyaccessible neighborhood
nature increases sense of
community

Commerce
Carbon reduction and
increased environmental
outcomes via coordinated
e-commerce delivery

Sustainable shared
and equitable
infrastructure for
micromobility
technologies

Increase in residential
green space and access to
nature beneficial for
intellectual and behavioral
development of children
living in urban areas

Learning
Increase in childrens'
play and sociability in
play streets

Community participation
improves perceptions of

Increase in trees and
natural landscape
leading to decrease in
crime and reduced fear

Increase in dwell time
leading to increase in
social interaction
leading to increase in
mental health and
wellbeing

Increase in childrens'
social mobility in
walkable
neighbourhoods

Social fabric

Reduced road capacity
for private cars leads to
overall reduction in
traffic and housing
costs, and increased
economic return
through reduced
congestion

Improvement in
community
participation and
municipal governance
via public prototyping of
civic tech platforms

Increase in social

Increase in natural
sounds in urban
greenery leading to
increase in mental
health

Increase in
residential greenery
leading to increase in
birthweight

Increase in birdsong
leading to improved
recuperation from
sickness

Biodiversity

Decrease in road
traffic noise and
increase in birdsong
leading to increase in
mental health
Increase in local
biodiversity, leading
to increased air
quality, decreased
noise
Increase in air quality
leading to increase in
mental health
Increase in sustained
connection to nature
leading to associated
benefits to happiness,

Increase in local
biodiversity leading
to decrease in urban
heat island effect

Reduction in motor
vehicle use and decrease
in microplastics in seas
and oceans

Increase in nearby
green spaces leading
to increase in walking
maintenance

Decrease in urban
heat island effect
leading to decrease in
early deaths

Increase in community
gardening leading to
increase in mental and
physical health and
Increased
wellbeing
environmental
outcomes via
shared electric
mobility
infrastructure

Environment
Increase in

Increase in active
travel leading to
increase in mental and
physical health and
wellbeing

Decrease in domestic
violence due to nearby
natural landscapes
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Increase in active travel
and walkability, and
reduction in cars, leading
to increase in retail spend

Property
Increase in property
value (if desired) due to
walkable environments
Increase in mental
and physical
wellbeing leading to
reduction in
healthcare costs

Increase in urban
trees leading to
decrease in building
air conditioning and
increase in worker
productivity

Increase in retail and
office rental value and
occupancy levels via
green, walkable
environment, without
increase in housing rent

Physical activity
Greener play areas
boost children’s

Increase in active travel
leading to improved
immunosurveillance

Commerce
Carbon reduction and
increased environmental
outcomes via coordinated
e-commerce delivery

Sustainable shared
and equitable
infrastructure for
micromobility
technologies

Increase in residential
green space and access to
nature beneficial for
intellectual and behavioral

Reduced road capac
for private cars leads
overall reduction in
traffic and housing
costs, and increased
economic return
through reduced
congestion

Sju av tio är positiva till mobilitethubbar
FRÅGA: Hur ser du på idén med att placera ut mobilitetshubbar
liknande den som du kan se framför dig, på olika gator i staden?

Tjärhovsgatan

Hälsingegatan

34 %

Mycket positivt

34 %

Mycket positivt

Parmmätargatan

70%

74%
40 %

Ganska positivt

rken positivt eller negativt
Ganska negativt
Mycket negativt

13 %

Varken positivt eller negativt

8%
5%

Ganska negativt

13%

40 %

Ganska positivt

Mycket negativt

13 %

Ganska negativt

10%

Mycket negativt

73%

39 %

Ganska positivt

23 %

Varken positivt eller negativt

8%
5%

34 %

Mycket positivt

4%
0%

4%

BAS: Hälsingegatan (n=106), Tjärhovsgatan (n=112), Parmmätargatan (n=104)
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Place layers
Physical and digital
experiences

System layers

In the Street mission
Physical, digital, and social interventions in streets in Stockholm, Helsingborg,
and Umeå, within a wider network of nine municipalities coordinated by Viable
Cities.

In the Street mission

Skills and
organisational
cultures

Urban design/architecture; IoT, data science; user experience; micromobility,
transport, and logistics; place-based governance; participative democracy;
microeconomics; health and wellbeing; landscape design and biodiversity

Standards and
guidelines

Interoperable mobility standards, street furniture design guidelines, health and
safety guidelines for micromobility, civic IoT privacy guidelines, street design
guidelines and best practice

Data and code

Micromobility data standards; Real-time kerbside management systems; ‘digital
twins’; Internet of Things kits; environmental sensor data standards; footfall
measurement standards

Financing

New value models, with ‘total value budgeting’ based on public health and
wellbeing savings, environmental benefits, maintenance benefits; place-based
system demonstrator innovation funding

Policy

Parking space policy; street planning policy; local real estate policy; participative
design and planning policy; smart city policy; arts and culture policy; licensing
policies

Law

Parking space law, traffic speed limits, vehicle definitions, municipal and regional
governance and financing law

Place-based collaborators
Stockholms stad Trafikkontoret and Miljö departments; Helsingborg stad; Umeå
stad; Stockholm Region planning and health departments; Voi; Volvo M;
Lundberg Design; Spacescape

System collaborators
ArkDes; Rådet för hållbara städer; Boverket; Voi; Volvo M; Lundberg Design;
Spacescape; Stockholm Region

Municipal traffic departments in Stockholm, Helsingborg and Umeå; Stockholm
Region; Trafikverket; Voi; Volvo M; Lundberg Design; Spacescape; RISE

Stockholms stad; Helsingborg stad; Umeå stad; Stockholm Region; SKR; Voi;
Volvo M; Ericsson R&D; Vinnova; RISE

Vinnova; Stockholm Region; Climate-KIC

ArkDes; Rådet för hållbara städer; Boverket; Climate-KIC; Viable Cities; Vinnova;
RISE; Stockholm Region

Transportstyrelsen (national regulatory authority)

Street and Skolmat missions are not the only
missions to prototype. But they have been good
ones to start with.
Shown we can align multiple existing projects,
teams and processes in a shared and systemic,
place-based way. This builds new networks and
momentum, and shifts the emphasis towards
action and agility.

Missions på norsk
tine.nordgreen@helse-bergen.no

Hvorfor psykisk
helse?
Sykdomsbyrde
De unges sykdom
Kostnader

Internettbehandling
• Kunnskapsbasert
• Kartlegging før, underveis
og etter
• Selvhjelp eller veiledet

Noen resultater

Ny refusjon (2019)

Ny organisering ?
Nye metoder (2018)

Nye partnere (2016)

Nye roller (2013)

Ny bruk av teknologi (2012)

26.11.2020
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2020-2028
•
•
•
•

Effektivitet
Kost-nytte
Tidlig metodevurdering
Effektive
implementeringsstrategier
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Pasienter

Myndighetene

ITnæringen

Internettbehandling

Illustrasjon

IT
forskere

Behandlere
Helse
forskere

7

Pasienter

Myndighetene

ITnæringen

Internettbehandling
IT
forskere

Behandlere
Helse
forskere

8

Tusen takk

26.11.2020
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Sustainable Plus Energy
Neighbourhoods
Mission. 100 Climate-neutral Cities by 2030

Niki Gaitani Assoc. Prof. / Project Leader

Increase the share of
Sustainable Plus Energy
Neighbourhoods in
different Contexts, Climates
& Markets in Europe

Focus Areas
○ DECENTRALISATION

○ DEMOCRACY
○ DECARBONISATION

○ DESIGN
○ DIGITALISATION

Concept

Sustainable Plus Energy
Neighbourhood SPEN

Integrated Energy Design

Energy Flexibility
Energy Efficiency

Sustainable Behaviour
Good Architectural
and Spatial Qualities

Ammerud, NO

Our Demo
Neighbourhoods

Santa Coloma
Gramenet, ESP

Salzburg, AU

Oslo, Norway
Uden, Netherlands

Salzburg, Austria
Barcelona, Spain

Loopkantsestraat, NL

Impact

Demo neighbourhood Oslo

niki.gaitani@ntnu.no
synikia.eu
@syn_ikiaEU
@syn_ikiaEU

Nordland: An approach to
co-creating regional planning strategy

“Missions in Norwegian” Conference – Norway, 25/11/2020

Missions på norsk - Kunnskapsgrunnlagskonferansen 2020
Organized by: Research Council of Norway

Nhien Nguyen – Nordland Research Institute
On behalf of the SeeRRI project
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement nº 824588.

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Regional planning: A wicked problem
Wicked problem:
- Complex: Multi-causal & interdependent
- No clear solutions: Attempts to address wicked problems often lead to unforeseen consequences
- The planner has “no right to be wrong”: No public tolerance for failed experiment
Possible strategies:
- Authoritative strategies: Few stakeholders who have authority will define and solve the problem
- Competitive strategies: Search for power and influence via competition
- Collaborative strategies: Co-creation by many stakeholders and citizens, the most effective method
Mission:
Developing a responsible regional strategy together with a portfolio of cooperation partners from
both private and public sectors
Rittel, H. W., & Webber, M. M. (1973). Dilemmas in a general theory of planning. Policy sciences, 4(2), 155-169.
Roberts, N. (2000). Wicked problems and network approaches to resolution. International public management review, 1(1), 1-19.

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

The case of Nordland
Mission
Developing a responsible regional planning strategy together with
quadruple helix stakeholders

Pilot action in SeeRRI project: How to bring together the key actors from
business, academia, and society into the early stage of regional planning to
jointly solve the regional challenge?

Why is it difficult?
- Different perspectives, understandings and interests
- Economic growth vs. environmental sustainability
- Co-creation is an evolving art
Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Kick-off meeting
Bodø, January 24-25 2019
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement nº 824588.

Source: Adapted from RRItools.eu

Co-creating regional planning:
SeeRRI process
❑ Challenge: Responsible Coastal management
❑ Foresight method - designed and organized by:
•

AIT Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT)

•

Nordland County Council (Nordland Fylkeskommune)

•

NHO Nordland

•

Nordland Research Institute (Nordlandsforskning)

❑ Workshops conducted by: AIT
❑ SeeRRI process model: 3 stages

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement nº 824588.

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

SeeRRI process for Responsible Regional Planning

Results in Nordland
* Responsible coastal management
- List of key stakeholders
- SeeRRI-Nordland team

* Spacial Planning in Nordland
- 2 webinars, 3 workshops
- Transfer to regional strategy

* Policy-mix (on-going now)
- Co-evaluation and monitoring
- Trans-contextual learning (Lower Austria, Catalonia,
Nordland)

Nordland stakeholder foresight workshops

Nordland in 2045
15 key influencing factors were short-listed for Nordland:
➢

Active citizens

➢

Highly educated citizens

➢

Demographic development

➢

New species

➢

World heritage protection

➢

Biodiversity

➢

Production concepts

➢

Pollution

➢

Technology

➢

Wind power

➢

Business models

➢

Ecosystem protection

➢

Market access

➢

Other regulations

➢

Tourism

Megatrends and SDGs were addressed in the scenario building process

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Nordland scenarios in 2045
❑ Thematic focus: “Responsible Coastal Management”

❑ Based on the possible future shapes of the 15 key factors, megatrends and SDGs, 4 alternative
scenarios were developed:

➢

Scenario 1: “Loss of control”

➢

Scenario 2: “Thriving, open economy”

➢

Scenario 3: “Closed, self-sufficient ecosystem”

➢

Scenario 4: “Diversity and sustainability”

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Nordland in 2045 – Scenario 1
“Loss of control”
Key features:
➢

Geopolitical instability; trade wars

➢

Declining exports, economy, and population

➢

Loss of local control over resources

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Nordland in 2045 – Scenario 2
“Thriving, open economy”

Key features:

➢

Nordland is one of the top export regions in the world

➢

The region is famous for blue/green industry

➢

Economic and population growth are strong, but
vulnerable to the international conditions.

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Nordland in 2045 – Scenario 3

“Closed, self-sufficient ecosystem”
Key features:
➢

Self-sufficiency and independence

➢

Environmental sustainability

➢

No growth

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Nordland in 2045 – Scenario 4
“Diversity and sustainability”
Key features:

➢

Innovation focuses on the circular economy,
new species, and local resources

➢

Limited economic growth

Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

Responsible Regional Innovation Strategy
Devil’s dilemma: No matter what we choose, there will be consequences.
Therefore, it is not about choosing just the best option for the future but rather
dealing with all of the possible outcomes to develop a strategy that will stand
the test of all scenarios. This can only be done through co-creation

Smart Specialisation Strategy towards SDGs: Requires new planning of cocreation process which needs to be designed carefully. The key actors (academia,
industry, society, government) should be involved in the early planning process

Nordland – SeeRRI illustrates the first result of co-creation which forms a
regional actor network and knowledge platform. Recipe = Compelling mission +
Right stakeholders + Creative process + Leveraging
Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through Responsible Research and Innovation

More information about Nordland
e-platform can be found at:
https://seerri.eu/nordland-e-platform/

Thank you
for your attention!

Nhien Nguyen – SeeRRI project coordinator - nng@nforsk.no

Senior researcher, Nordland Research Institute
Associate Professor, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU)
Associate Editor, The Learning Organization journal

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement nº 824588.

Missions for green
competitiveness
How mission-oriented research and innovation
can give Norway a competitive
edge in future technology markets
Fridtjof Unander
Executive Director, Oceans, Energy and Sustainability
Research Council of Norway

FORSKNING FOR INNOVASJON OG BÆREKRAFT

Paris targets require contribution from a wide range
of technology options
Gt CO2 40

Key message:
Significant investments
are needed. But implies
huge opportunities for
new technologies

Energy-related CO2 emissions and reductions (IEA 2019)
Stated Policies Scenario

Industrial electric motors
Buildings
Power
Light industry
Cars & trucks
Heavy industry
Air conditioners
Aviation and shipping
Wind
Solar PV
Biofuels transport
Other renewables power
Other renewables end-uses
Hydro
Nuclear
Fuel switch incl. hydrogen
Electric vehicles
CCUS power
CCUS industry
Behavioural change
Resource efficiency
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Sustainable Development Scenario

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

Huge market
opportunities for
Norwegian
industry
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Technology areas with
big potential for
reducing global
emissions

Norwegian
competence
and advantages
CCS
Offshore wind
Green shipping
Hydro power
Process industry
Digital solutions
Hydrogen
Batteries
Bioenergy
Solar
etc

Example of a possible Mission:
Becoming a world-leading technology suppler
for zero-emission maritime transport

Examples of
value chains

Research Council of Norway
Innovation Norway
Enova

Norwegian experience with mission-oriented instruments
PILOT-E – Fast-track from research to market
Instruments for building
knowledge

Industry-oriented instruments for developing knowledge and
solutions

Research Council of Norway

Researcher
Projects

Knowledgebuilding
Projects

Targeted centre schemes
(SFI, FME)
Basic research

Innovation Norway
Environmental
technology
scheme

Innovasjons- PILOT-E
prosjekter
Public sector
R&D contracts
(PRD)

Industrial research

Low-risk
and
innovation
loans

Experimental development

Enova

Regulation and procurement

Public Sector
The public sector as
regulator/legislator/procurer

Sectoral
policy
instruments
THE MARKET

Introduction to market
Demonstration

Market

1. Establish targeted, mission-oriented, stable initiatives that mobilise
throughout the innovation chain

2. Mobilise various alternative value chains and solutions for a given
mission

How to boost
Norwegian
industry’s green
competitiveness?

3. Include both the supply and demand side of the innovation chain -

emphasise innovative interaction between private and public sectors

4. Complement technology efforts with social science research aimed at
market conditions, business models, barriers, policy and more

5. Utilise existing instruments to promote research, development and
innovation

6. Active portfolio management to ensure stronger interaction across
instruments

7. More comprehensive coordination of roles between public agencies

